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Abstract: The rapid development and growth of battery storage have heightened an interest in the
co-location of battery energy storage systems (BESS) with renewable energy projects which enables
the stacking of multiple revenue streams while reducing connection charges of BESS. To help wind
energy industries better understand the coordinated operation of BESS and wind farms and its
associated profits, this paper develops a simulation model to implement a number of coordination
strategies where the BESS supplies enhanced frequency response (EFR) service and enables the
time shift of wind generation based on the UK perspective. The proposed model also simulates the
degradation of Lithium-Ion battery and incorporates a state of charge (SOC) dependent limit on the
charge rate derived from a constant current-constant voltage charging profile. In addition, a particle
swarm optimisation-based battery sizing algorithm is developed here on the basis of the simulation
model to determine the optimal size of the co-located BESS along with SOC-related strategy variables
that maximise the net present value of the wind + BESS system at the end of the EFR contract.

Keywords: battery energy storage system; co-located system; coordination strategy; frequency
response; particle swarm optimisation

1. Introduction

Battery energy storage systems (BESS) play an important role in the transition to
a low-carbon electricity generation, offering great potential for improving the system
flexibility and facilitating the integration of renewables [1]. A BESS can assist in the time
shift of renewable generation [2], reduce the need for network reinforcement [3], provide
ancillary services to the grid [4,5], and exploit arbitrage opportunities from electricity
price differentials [6]. While the BESS offer potential benefits in many parts of the grid,
their synergies with renewable energy is an increasingly attractive option in the UK. The
BESS co-located with renewable power plants can help project developers manage the
intermittent nature of renewables and/or stack multiple revenue streams such as frequency
response (FR) services [7].

In order to maintain the grid frequency closer to 50 Hz in GB, the National Grid
Electricity System Operator (NGESO) has introduced a range of FR services to balance
generation and demand. These services are achieved either through the mandatory require-
ment where transmission-connected generators may be asked to offer mandatory FR, or
through a commercial arrangement such as firm FR (FFR) and enhanced FR (EFR) [8]. FFR
services are procured on a monthly basis and can provide both dynamic and non-dynamic
responses to changes in frequency; dynamic FR is a continuously provided service used
to manage the normal second-by-second changes on the system, while non-dynamic FR
is typically a discrete service triggered at a defined frequency deviation [9]. Delivering
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FFR by a BESS can pose challenges in managing the state of charge (SOC) of the BESS. To
deal with this issue, the BESS providers in the GB are suggested either (i) to keep spare,
uncontracted capacity of the BESS which can then be used for the SOC management, or
(ii) to use the BESS as part of mixed technology assets so that the FFR can be delivered
by other assets while the SOC is restored to an acceptable level [10]. The NGESO, as
an alternative to procuring increasing volumes of FR, introduced in 2016 an EFR service
which, by responding faster than existing FR services, helps reduce the increasing response
required at times of low system inertia [11]. Given the nature of the EFR service which
allows storage technologies to manage their SOC, 61 of the 64 sites in the first EFR tender
round were storage based, and all of the eight successful tenders used Lithium-Ion BESS to
provide a combined 201 MW of EFR for 4 years with an average price of GBP 9.44/MW of
EFR/hr [11]. During the transition to a new suite of dynamic FR services (i.e., Dynamic
Containment, Dynamic Moderation and Dynamic Regulation designed for different ranges
of frequency deviations), NGESO launched a 2-year auction trial of Dynamic Low High
(DLH) and Low Frequency Static (LFS) services in 2019 so as to test the FR procurement
in a weekly pay-as-clear auction [12]. DLH and LFS services are similar to the monthly
FFR dynamic and non-dynamic services but procured on a weekly basis, with the DLH
requiring equal volume delivery of primary, secondary, and high response [13].

In addition to the provision of FR services, the co-located BESS can store renewable
generation which would otherwise be curtailed. When needed, this energy can then be re-
leased into the network increasing the revenue associated with renewable energy subsidies.
Renewable generators in the GB can benefit from a range of incentive mechanisms includ-
ing Renewables Obligation (RO) and Contracts for Difference (CFD). The RO scheme works
by issuing RO certificates (ROCs) to renewable generators for each MWh of its accredited
generation for a 20-year period; ROCs can then be sold to electricity suppliers which need
to acquire a specific amount of ROCs so as to meet their obligations [14]. The RO scheme
has been closed to new renewable capacity since 2017, following the introduction of the
CFD scheme in 2014 which allows the eligible renewable power plants to be paid at a flat
rate for their production over a 15-year period [15]. Renewable generators were able to
choose between RO and CFD in the transition period during which both schemes were
open [14].

The stacking of multiple revenue streams such as a combination of FR payments and
renewable energy subsidies could increase the profitability of renewable + BESS systems.
In order to optimise the size of the BESS in terms of power (MW) and energy (MWh) for
the considered revenue streams, it is necessary to design a suitable coordination strategy
for the co-located system. The fluctuating nature of renewable resource translates in
limited predictability of renewable power production, leading to an imbalance between
bid volumes and actual export. In order to address this imbalance risk using a suitably
sized BESS, Ye et al. [16] estimated the rise of the revenue associated with the otherwise
curtailed wind generation above the BESS cost for different BESS sizes to form a cost–benefit
curve, based on which the best combination of power and energy of BESS was chosen.
Korpaas et al. [17] considered daily bids for the energy exchange in the Nordic spot market
and operated an energy storage to minimise the imbalance of wind power production,
where effects of storage sizes and wind power forecast errors on the annual revenue were
assessed. Michiorri et al. [18] found that the optimal power and energy capacity of a BESS
increased with the variance and autocorrelation of wind power forecast errors, respectively.
Furthermore, some research focuses on the sizing of the BESS which contributes to the
system frequency regulation. Liu et al. [19] described an analytical method of sizing
an energy storage to improve the grid frequency behaviour. Mejía-Giraldo et al. [20]
determined the best size of a BESS that supported Colombian primary frequency regulation
service of photovoltaic power plants to minimise the sum of the BESS cost and a penalty
specified for an inappropriate SOC causing a risk to FR service. Based on wholesale and
FR market prices in GB, Munoz-Vaca [21] assessed the revenue of applying hybrid energy
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storage systems for a wind farm and optimised the sizes of supercapacitor and vanadium
redox battery used for FR and long-term energy reserve management, respectively.

This paper proposes a UK-based modelling framework to optimise the size of a BESS
co-located with an existing wind farm under different coordination strategies where the
BESS is used to provide EFR service and capture the wind generation which would other-
wise be curtailed due to the limited ampacity of their common connection point. Though
the future of EFR is of uncertainty, the EFR is studied here since the strategy developed
for the EFR design (i.e., delivering responses within two envelopes) having a higher com-
plexity could be simplified for other dynamic FR services where the response follows a
single envelope. Furthermore, the battery degradation and the SOC-dependent opera-
tional constraints of a Lithium-Ion BESS are incorporated into the simulation model. After
summarising the revenue streams available for a wind + BESS system and the expenses
needed to co-locate a BESS with a wind farm in GB, the particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
is used in conjunction with the simulation model to determine the BESS size along with
the SOC-related strategy variables that maximise the net present value of the system at the
end of a 4-year EFR contract.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the simulation model of a
wind + BESS system, including coordination strategies along with the degradation model
and operational limits of the BESS; Section 3 introduces revenues and expenses of the
wind + BESS system and the PSO-based sizing algorithm; Section 4 assesses optimisation
results and profitability of the co-located system under each strategy; Section 5 presents
conclusions and recommendations for further work.

2. Modelling of Wind + BESS System with Coordination Strategy for EFR
2.1. Technical Requirements of EFR Service in the UK

In order to provide enhanced frequency response (EFR), the asset is required to
continuously deliver active power to the grid within the upper and lower envelopes
(see Figure 1). Two sets of EFR envelopes were designed for wide and narrow deadband
services with varying deadband widths [22]. The reference curve which is halfway between
the upper and lower envelopes provides a target profile for the assets that do not need the
SOC management [22]. Over-delivery or under-delivery of EFR may lead to a deduction
in EFR payment which will be described in Section 3.1.1. In addition, the EFR asset must
have the ability to deliver at 100% of the EFR capacity Pcap

EFR for at least 15 min [22]. Since
all the eight accepted EFR tenders provided the narrow deadband service [11], Figure 1b is
used here to calculate envelopes from the grid frequency.

Figure 1. The upper and lower envelopes designed for (a) wide and (b) narrow enhanced frequency
response (EFR) services.
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2.2. Modelling of Wind + BESS Systems for EFR

The simulation model developed here calculates the net present value (NPV) of a
wind + BESS system based on inputs of grid frequency and available power of wind farm
(WF). The grid frequency is first converted into EFR signals comprising the two envelopes
and frequency position (i.e., within or outside deadband). Then, a specific coordination
strategy dispatches the outputs of BESS and WF based on the SOC of the BESS, EFR
signals and available wind power, producing power flows across EFR meter (EFRm) and
WF meter (WFm) along with an updated SOC. The variations of SOC within each day
are used to model the battery degradation resulting in a reduction of the BESS energy
capacity. The readings of EFRm and WFm are then used to calculate the revenue from the
EFR provision and the monetary gain/loss of the WF, respectively; the latter is associated
with the renewables subsidy of the additional/curtailed wind generation compared to
the output of a single WF without a co-located BESS. The EFR payment, gain/loss of WF,
and costs of the BESS and its grid connection are discounted to their present values and
consequently used to calculate the NPV at the end of a 4-year EFR contract.

2.3. Coordination Strategies of Wind + BESS Systems

Three coordination strategies are developed here for a wind + BESS system: (i) a
Non-Power-Exchange (NPE) strategy where the BESS delivers response based on the
EFR envelopes and does not exchange energy with the WF, as shown in Figure 2a; (ii) an
Enhanced NPE (ENPE) strategy which shares the same configuration with the NPE strategy
and reduces the EFR volume within the EFR envelopes to accommodate wind generation;
and (iii) a Power-Exchange (PE) strategy where, in addition to the EFR delivery, the
BESS interchanges energy with the WF through an additional converter so as to store the
otherwise curtailed wind generation due to the limited ampacity of the connection point
and discharge the surplus energy to the grid via WFm, as shown in Figure 2b.

Figure 2. System configurations of (a) NPE and ENPE strategies and (b) PE coordination strategy.

2.3.1. NPE Coordination Strategy

In the NPE strategy, the BESS output is determined from the EFR envelopes (i.e.,
higher limits H and lower limits L) by comparing its initial SOC (denoted by SOCo)
with four specific SOC-related variables (i.e., SOCh1 ≥ SOCh2 ≥ SOCl2 ≥ SOCh1):
(i) given SOCo ≥ SOCh1, the BESS only discharges at a positive H; (ii) given SOCh2 ≤
SOCo < SOCh1, the BESS output follows H outside the deadband (zero output, otherwise);
(iii) given SOCl2 ≤ SOCo < SOCh2, the BESS output is driven by the reference curve, i.e.,
(L + H)/2; (iv) given SOCl1 ≤ SOCo < SOCl2, the BESS output follows L outside the
deadband (zero output, otherwise); and (v) given SOCo < SOCl1, the BESS only charges at
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a negative L. This strategy ensures that the SOC can be maintained within or recovered
to an “optimal” region (i.e., SOCl2 ≤ SOC < SOCh2). Furthermore, for the “acceptable”
regions of SOCh2 ≤ SOC < SOCh1 and SOCl1 ≤ SOC < SOCl2, the BESS output is set to 0
when the frequency locates within the deadband. This can reduce the cycles of the BESS
and avoid the cost of energy used inside the deadband which would otherwise be incurred
by the EFR asset.

In the eventuality that the BESS is close to an empty (or full) state, the required EFR
output might not be possible, i.e., drawing more energy than available (or charging the
BESS over the maximum limit). For this reason, discharge and charge rates of the BESS
(denoted by Pdis

BESS and Pch
BESS) are limited by Equations (1) and (2), respectively:

Pdis
BESS ≤

RC·(SOCo − SOCmin)

∆t/ηdis
, (1)

∣∣∣Pch
BESS

∣∣∣ ≤ RC·(SOCmax − SOCo)

∆t·ηch
, (2)

where ∆t is the time step length used by the simulation; SOCmin and SOCmax denote
the minimum and maximum permissible SOC levels; ηdis and ηch are the efficiencies of
discharging and charging, respectively; and RC is the remaining capacity reflecting the
degradation of BESS energy capacity.

One of the most common charging methods, constant current-constant voltage (CC-
CV) which adopts a high C-rate current [23], is used here to additionally limit the charge
rate of the Lithium-Ion BESS. In a CC-CV charging profile, the BESS is charged at a
constant current until the maximum allowable battery voltage is reached; then the charge
rate exponentially decreases with time so as to maintain a constant battery voltage at the
maximum acceptable level [24]. Since the output of the BESS for the EFR provision is driven
by the frequency deviation from 50 Hz, the charge phase may be not continuous in time.
Therefore, the charging profile which correlates the maximum allowable charge rate with
the time cannot be directly applied in this study. It is found that the time-dependent limit
on
∣∣∣Pch

BESS

∣∣∣ can be converted into the SOC-dependent limit which equals the rated power

Prated
BESS before the SOC reaches the level (e.g., 80% [24]) at which the CC stage terminates

and then linearly decreases to a pre-determined cut-off level (e.g., 5% of Prated
BESS) until the

BESS is fully charged.
Based on the BESS output determined from the EFR envelopes subject to the SOC-

related constraints, the SOC is updated via Equation (3), and wind power is curtailed via
Equation (4) whenever the ampacity of the connection point (PCON) is reached as to allow
the BESS to deliver the determined EFR (PNPE

EFR ):

SOCNPE
new =

{
SOCo −

(
PNPE

EFR ·∆t
)
/(ηdis·RC), f or PNPE

EFR > 0
SOCo −

(
PNPE

EFR ·∆t·ηch
)
/RC, f or PNPE

EFR < 0
, (3)

Psell
WF = min

(
Ptot

WF, PCON − PNPE
EFR

)
, (4)

where the wind power (Psell
WF) flowing to the connection point via WFm is the minimum

of available wind power (Ptot
WF) or the remaining ampacity of the connection point. In

addition to updating the SOC based on the BESS export/import, an accurate real-time
SOC monitoring is required in practice to follow the coordination strategy and meet the
SOC-related operational requirement. For the methods available to the practical SOC
monitoring, the reader is referred to [25] which has detailed the SOC estimation methods.

2.3.2. ENPE Coordination Strategy

The ENPE strategy determines a temporary EFR delivery in the same way as the NPE
does, i.e., Ptem

EFR = PNPE
EFR . Then, the ENPE strategy reduces Ptem

EFR within the EFR envelopes to
accommodate the wind generation which would otherwise be curtailed. The decrease from
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Ptem
EFR to an adjusted EFR (i.e., PENPE

EFR ) driven by the wind curtailment is permitted only
when Ptem

EFR is within EFR envelopes and the SOC after the delivery of Ptem
EFR (i.e., SOCtem

t )
would be smaller than a particular SOC-related strategy variable (i.e., SOCr):

PENPE
EFR =

{
max

(
L, PCON − Ptot

WF
)
, f or Ptot

WF + Ptem
EFR > PCON ∩ SOCtem

t < SOCr ∩ L < Ptem
EFR ≤ H

Ptem
EFR, otherwise

(5)

Then, the SOC-related operational limits are used again to constraint PENPE
EFR . Finally,

the SOC of the BESS and the wind power transferred to WFm are updated using Equations
(3) and (4) based on PENPE

EFR .

2.3.3. PE Coordination Strategy

The PE strategy uses an additional converter (AdC) to exchange power between the
BESS and the WF (see Figure 2b). The BESS can capture the wind generation that would
otherwise be curtailed due to the limited power capacity of the connection point and
transfer the surplus energy to WFm which is then sold as wind energy. Two additional
SOC-related strategy variables (i.e., SOCld ≤ SOChc) are specified in this strategy to control
the power exchange between WF and BESS.

The EFR delivery and Psell
WF are first determined in the same way as in the ENPE (i.e.,

PPE
EFR = PENPE

EFR ) which is then used to estimate the SOC after the PPE
EFR delivery (i.e., SOCPE

t ).
If SOCPE

t is above SOCld, the surplus energy of BESS is allowed to transfer to WFm and
sold as wind energy (i.e., Psell

BESS) subject to the available ampacity of connection point, the
power rating of the AdC (i.e., Pr

AdC), and the remaining power capacity of the BESS:

Psell
BESS=

 min
[
(SOCPE

t −SOCld)·RC
∆t/ηD2A

AdC
,
(

PCON − Psell
WF − PPE

EFR

)
, Pr

AdC,B+
(

Prated
BESS, PPE

EFR

)]
, f or SOCPE

t > SOCld

0, otherwise
. (6)

where the term ηD2A
AdC is the efficiency of the AdC inverting DC to AC. The operator B+(·)

determines the maximum allowable discharge rate through the AdC given the BESS
delivering PPE

EFR at the same moment:

B+
(

Prated
BESS, PPE

EFR

)
=


(

Prated
BESS/ηdis − PPE

EFR/ηdis

)
·ηD2A

AdC , f or PPE
EFR ≥ 0(

Prated
BESS/ηdis − ηch·PPE

EFR

)
·ηD2A

AdC , f or PPE
EFR < 0

(7)

If SOCPE
t is lower than SOChc, the BESS is operated to store the otherwise curtailed

wind power (i.e., Pstore
WF ) subject to Pr

AdC and the remaining power capacity of the BESS:

Pstore
WF =

 min
[
(SOChc−SOCPE

t )·RC
∆t·ηA2D

AdC
,
(

Ptot
WF − Psell

WF

)
, Pr

add,B−
(∣∣∣Pch

BESS(SOCo)
∣∣∣, PPE

EFR

) ]
, f or SOCPE

t < SOChc

0, otherwise
, (8)

where ηA2D
add denotes the efficiency of the AdC rectifying AC to DC. The operator B−(·)

calculates the magnitude of maximum allowable charge rate through the AdC given the
BESS delivering PPE

EFR at the same moment:

B−
(∣∣∣Pch

BESS(SOCo)
∣∣∣, PPE

EFR

)
=


(

ηch·
∣∣∣Pch

BESS(SOCo)
∣∣∣+ PPE

EFR/ηdis

)
/ηA2D

AdC , f or PPE
EFR ≥ 0(

ηch·
∣∣∣Pch

BESS(SOCo)
∣∣∣+ ηch·PPE

EFR

)
/ηA2D

AdC , f or PPE
EFR < 0

(9)

where
∣∣∣Pch

BESS(SOCo)
∣∣∣ denotes the magnitude of the SOC-dependent maximum allowable

charge rate derived from the CC-CV charging profile. Then, the total power transferred to
WFm is calculated as

(
Psell

WF + Psell
BESS

)
and the SOC of the BESS is updated using:

SOCPE
new =

 SOCo −
(

PPE
EFR/ηdis + Psell

BESS/ηD2A
AdC − Pstore

WF ·ηA2D
AdC

)
·∆t/RC, f or PPE

EFR ≥ 0

SOCo −
(

PPE
EFR·ηch + Psell

BESS/ηD2A
AdC − Pstore

WF ·ηA2D
AdC

)
·∆t/RC, f or PPE

EFR < 0
(10)
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where the discharge and charge efficiencies of the two converters are assumed to be 0.95 in
this study.

Compared with the control strategies designed by Greenwood et al. [4], Gundogdu et al. [5],
and Canevese et al. [26] which aimed to maintain the SOC of a stand-alone BESS within
a single target range while providing EFR services, the paper additionally specifying the
critical regions, i.e., SOCo ≥ SOCh1 or SOCo ≤ SOCl1 where the BESS is only permitted to
export or import, respectively, is expected to mitigate the excessive charge or discharge
that accelerates the battery degradation. Furthermore, the ENPE or PE strategy developed
here takes into account available power outputs of the co-located WF and introduces
additional SOC-related strategy variables to alleviate wind curtailment caused by the
limited ampacity of their common connection point. Compared with the control methods
of WF + BESS systems designed by Munoz-Vaca et al. [21] and Johnston et al. [27] where
the BESS assisted the WF in the FR delivery and permitted the WF to generate close to
available power outputs, the paper focuses on a direct use of the co-located BESS for the
EFR service provision via the existing connection point of the WF. In addition, optimisation
results of these SOC-related strategy variables that maximise the net profit of the co-located
system will indicate the optimal coordination between WF and BESS under a particular
control strategy.

2.4. Modelling of Lithium-Ion Battery Degradation

Since the cost of the BESS is substantial, it is necessary to model the battery degradation
which will greatly affect the economic viability. The degradation of a Lithium-Ion battery is
influenced by several factors such as cell temperature, SOC, depth of discharge (DOD), etc.
Presuming that a Lithium-Ion battery could withstand a particular volume of cumulative
charge flow before the end-of-life given certain C-rate and average cell temperature, an
energy-throughput model was used by Wu et al. [28,29] to estimate the energy capacity loss
associated with the cycle ageing in each simulation time step. In this work, the degradation
of a Lithium-Ion battery fd(·) over a particular time period td is modelled as a combination
of the calendar ageing ft(·) and the cycle ageing fc(·) that are linearly related to the number
of cycles [30]:

fd(td, εi, σi, Tc,i) = ft
(
td, σ, Tc

)
+

Nc

∑
i=1

fc(εi, σi, Tc,i) (11)

where terms εi, σi, and Tc,i represent DOD, average SOC, and average cell temperature of
the ith cycle (i = 1, . . . , Nc) over td respectively; σ and Tc are averages of σi and Tc,i over
td respectively.

Standard battery tests are usually performed cycling at constant DOD. Considering
that in this study the DOD is not constant, the rainflow counting algorithm [31] is used to
divide the time series of SOC over td into individual partial charge/discharge cycles on
which the degradation is computed. The daily degradation of the BESS (i.e., td = 24 hr)
is modelled here assuming a constant Tc,i of 20 °C. The remaining energy capacity at the
end of D days (denoted by RCD) is updated based on the sum of the daily degradation fd,j,
j = 1, . . . , D:

RCD = Crated
BESS·

[
1− αSEIe

−βSEI ∑D
j=1 fd,j − (1− αSEI)e

−∑D
j=1 fd,j

]
(12)

where Crated
BESS denotes the energy rating of the BESS; αSEI and βSEI are coefficients for the

solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) model which includes the life-dependence characteristic
of the battery degradation [30]. The parameters of the degradation model tuned in [30] for
a Lithium-Ion LMO battery are adopted here to update the remaining energy capacity at
the end of each day.
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3. Particle Swarm Optimisation-Based Sizing Algorithm
3.1. Revenue and Cost of Consolidating BESS in the UK
3.1.1. Revenue of EFR Service

The revenue of the EFR provision depends on the service performance measure (SPM)
over each half-hour settlement period (SP) which is calculated as the average of second
by second performance measure (SBSPM) over that SP. If the response delivery is within
the EFR envelopes (e.g., L ≤ PPE

EFR ≤ H) at a particular second, the SBSPM is set to 1;
otherwise, the SBSPM is estimated from the deviation between PPE

EFR and the envelopes
with the following:

SBSPM =


1−

(
PPE

EFR − H
)
/Pcap

EFR, f or PPE
EFR > H

1−
(

L− PPE
EFR
)
/Pcap

EFR, f or PPE
EFR < L

1, otherwise
(13)

The SPM calculated from the SBSPM within the SP is used to generate an availability
factor (AF), as tabulated in Table 1. Given the tendered pricePEFR (which here is considered
to be the average price of the first EFR tender and equal to GBP 9.44/MW of EFR/hr [11]),
the EFR payment in a SP (i.e., RAF

EFR,sp) is calculated by:

RAF
EFR,sp = Pcap

EFR·PEFR·AF·0.5 hr (14)

Table 1. Conversion from service performance measure (SPM) to available factor (AF)

SPM 0~50% 50~75% 75~95% 95~100%

AF 0% 50% 75% 100%

As was noted in Section 2.3.1, an EFR provider is responsible for any costs of energy
imbalances whilst inside the deadband [32]. The energy imbalance may be bought from or
sold to the system based on the System Buy Price (SBP) and System Sell Price (SSP) which
reflect the cost of balancing the transmission system for a particular SP [33]. A single price
calculation is currently applied such that SSP and SBP are the same in each SP [33]. The
revenue/cost related to the energy imbalance (i.e., RIMB

EFR,sp) inside the deadband over a SP
is estimated by:

RIMB
EFR,sp = Pins

EFR·PIMB·0.5 hr (15)

where Pins
EFR (MW) and PIMB (GBP/MWh) are the average EFR delivery inside the dead-

band and the imbalance price (i.e., SSP/SBP) in the SP, respectively.

3.1.2. Monetary Gain or Loss Related to Wind Generation (WG)

As was noted in Section 2.3, the EFR delivery by the co-located BESS may lead to
the curtailment of WG due to the limited ampacity of their common connection point,
while the converter between WF and BESS could enable the time shift of WG and put
the otherwise curtailed WG onto the grid. The differences in the power passing through
WFm (denoted by δPsell

WF) between the wind + BESS system and a single WF without a BESS
mean monetary gains or losses related to WG. Given the output of a single WF being the
minimum of Ptot

WF or PCON , δPsell
WF due to the co-location of a BESS along with the use of, e.g.,

PE strategy is calculated by:

δPsell
WF = Psell

WF + Psell
BESS −min

(
Ptot

WF, PCON
)

(16)
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The WG-related monetary gain/loss in a SP (i.e., δRWG,sp) is then estimated based on
δPsell

WF taking imbalance prices and ROC [14] into account:

δRWG,sp = δPsell
WF·(PIMB + PROC)·0.5 hr (17)

where δPsell
WF is the average of δPsell

WF in the SP and PROC denotes the price at which the WF
sells the ROCs issued for every MWh of its accredited generation to electricity suppliers.
Presuming that 2 ROCs would be issued to a particular offshore WF for each MWh of its
generation [14], PROC is approximated here to be GBP 50.05/ROC of 2 ROCs/MWh, i.e.,
GBP 100.1/MWh based on the buy-out price of GBP 50.05/ROC for 2020/2021 [34]. A

positive δPsell
WF means that the WF consolidated with a BESS will be paid more than a single

WF by an amount of δRWG,sp in the SP, and vice versa. Considering that ROCs will be
issued until the year 2037 and that the anticipated difference between average strike price
and average reference price paid to the CFD offshore WG, i.e., (GBP 160.28/MWh—GBP
55.15/MWh) = GBP 105.13/MWh [35], is close to PROC adopted here, the paper simulates
the renewable energy subsidy under the RO scheme only.

3.1.3. CAPEX and OPEX of Lithium-Ion BESS and Connection

The capital expenditure (CAPEX) of a Lithium-Ion BESS mainly comprises the costs
of battery, converter, and balance-of-system (BOS) [36]. The price trend of Lithium-Ion
battery modelled by Campos-Gaona et al. [7] based on high-profile reports is used here to
estimate the battery price in the year 2020, i.e., GBP 128/kWh. The price of the converter for
utility-scale BESS and the BOS are assumed here to be GBP 66/kW and 30% of the total cost
of Lithium-Ion battery and converter, respectively [36]. Then, the CAPEX of a Lithium-Ion
BESS with Prated

BESS and Crated
BESS is calculated by GBP 130%·

(
128k·Crated

BESS + 66k·Prated
BESS

)
. It is

noted that the use of the additional converter with Pr
AdC increases the CAPEX by GBP

130%·66k·Pr
AdC.

The annual operational expenditure (OPEX) of a Lithium-Ion BESS excluding the
electricity cost is assumed here to be 2% of its CAPEX [36]. In addition to CAPEX and
OPEX of the BESS itself, co-locating the BESS to a transmission-connected WF in the GB
incurs a number of connection charges:

1. Application fee: Prior to grouping the BESS within an existing connection site, a
modification application is required to review and potentially amend the existing
connection agreement [37]. The application fee depending on the connection zone and
the change of transmission entry capacity (TEC) is calculated using an application fee
calculator [38] provided by the NGESO. It is noted that a new, independent connection
of a stand-alone BESS to the transmission system requires a new application [37] which
differs from the modification application in the cost [38].

2. Transmission Network Use of System (TNUoS) charge: Generators using the GB trans-
mission networks to deliver electricity need to pay TNUoS charges to the NGESO [39]
which largely depend on the type of the generator. A stand-alone BESS is charged
as a conventional carbon generator while a wind + BESS system (i.e., a combination
of intermittent and conventional carbon) would be charged according to its predom-
inant fuel type under the present charging methodologies [39]. In the case of the
predominant fuel type being intermittent, the increase of annual TNUoS charge (de-
noted by δTNUoS) due to the co-located BESS depends on the growth of annual load
factor (ALF). Since an ALF of around 10.8% would be used for a BESS prior to any
historic data being available [32], the ALF of the wind+BESS system is presumed
to increase by

(
10.8%·Prated

BESS/PCON

)
in this study where the consolidation does not

change the TEC.
3. Balancing Services Use of System (BSUoS) charge: BSUoS charges paid by generators

and suppliers recover the costs of balancing services activities undertaken by the
NGESO including the operation of transmission system and the balancing services
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procured and used to balance the transmission system [40]. Based on the BSUoS price
(GBP/MWh) [40] in a SP, the change of the BSUoS charge (i.e., δBSUoSsp) after the
co-location of the BESS is computed from the difference in the net electricity passing

through the connection point in the SP which equals
(

δPsell
WF + PPE

EFR

)
·0.5hr where

PPE
EFR is the average EFR delivery over the SP.

According to the characteristics of the connection charges above, the application fee
is regarded as the CAPEX of the connection, and changes of TNUoS and BSUoS charges
are regarded as the OPEX of the connection. It is noted that the charges for new assets or
reinforcements (NAoR) required to connect a stand-alone BESS would additionally con-
tribute to CAPEX and OPEX of its independent connection. Table 2 compares components
in CAPEX and OPEX between independent and co-located connections.

Table 2. CAPEX (GBP) and OPEX (GBP) of independently connecting a stand-alone BESS or co-
locating a BESS with an existing wind farm without changing the TEC.

Connection Type Independent Co-Located w/o
TEC Change

CAPEX(GBP) Application fee 1 34,860 + 226.2 ×Prated
BESS 26,145

NAoR capital cost 2 6,240,000 N/A

OPEX(GBP)
δTNUoS 3 715.86 ×Prated

BESS per yr. 919.573 ×Prated
BESS per yr.

δBSUoSsp PPE
EFR related

(
δPsell

WF + PPE
EFR

)
related

NAoR non-capital cost 2 147,538 per yr. N/A
1 based on the medians of bases and rates in different connection zones [38]; 2 for a new connection of ≤90 MW to
a 132 kV, 0.5 km-away substation in rural area [41]; 3 based on an ALF of 10.8% for BESS and TNUoS tariffs for
the 9th generation zone in 2019/20 [42].

3.2. Particle Swarm Optimisation-Based Sizing Algorithm

Based on the simulation model of the wind + BESS system outlined in Section 2
combined with revenues and costs of the co-located system described in Section 3.1, the
optimisation variables in each coordination strategy including the BESS size and SOC-
related strategy variables are estimated to maximise the net present value (NPV) [43] of the
project at the end of a 4-year EFR contract:

max

{
−CAPEXBESS − CAPEXCON +

48

∑
m=1

RAF
EFR,m + RIMB

EFR,m + δRWG,m − δTNUoSm − δBSUoSm −OPEXBESS,m

(1 + d)m/12

}
(18)

subject to:
0MW ≤ Pr

AdC ≤ 50MW (19)

1MW ≤ Prated
BESS ≤ 50MW (20)

Crated
BESS − Prated

BESS·0.25/ηdis ≥ 0 (21)

ASPMn ≥ 0.95, n = 8760·2, . . . , (8760× 4 + 24)× 2 (22)

SOCl1 < SOCld < SOChc < SOCh1 (23)

RCend ≥ 80% · Crated
BESS (24)

where CAPEXBESS and CAPEXCON are the one-off CAPEX of the BESS and its connection.
Given that most of the other revenues and costs included in this study are monthly billed,
present values of the monthly EFR payment RAF

EFR,m, EFR imbalance related revenue/cost
RIMB

EFR,m, WG-related monetary gain/loss δRWG,m, TNUoS charge change δTNUoSm, BSUoS
charge change δBSUoSm, and OPEX of the BESS OPEXBESS,m over the mth (m = 1, . . . , 48)
month are discounted using an annual return d = 8%. Furthermore, the constraints
specified by Equations (20)–(22) fulfil the technical requirement of the EFR service [22]:
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(i) the contracted EFR capacity Pcap
EFR reflected by Prated

BESS (i.e., Pcap
EFR = Prated

BESS) is between the
minimum and maximum contract capacities; (ii) the BESS provider has the capability of
delivering at 100% of Prated

BESS for at least 15 min; and (iii) the average of all SPMs over a
rolling 12-month period (i.e., ASPMn) calculated at the end of each half-hour SP should
be greater than or equal to 95%. The limits specified in Equation (23) for the PE strategy
mitigate the impact of the time shift of WG on the performance of EFR delivery. In addition,
Equation (24) formulates a specific requirement that the final remaining energy capacity of
the BESS (i.e., RCend) at the end of the 4-years should be at least 80% of Crated

BESS.
The calculation of the optimisation variables from Equations (18)–(24) is implemented

by the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm [44,45] that minimises an objective
function starting from a set of randomly generated particles which travel in the problem
space until convergence is reached. The PSO has a range of key advantages in resolving
the non-smooth global optimisation problems, e.g., derivative-free, high-quality solutions
within less computation time and more stable convergence than other stochastic meth-
ods [46].

The ideas are demonstrated here based on 1-min average outputs of a particular
76 MW WF (the data source is undisclosed due to confidentiality) with an estimated
connection size of 68.4 MW (i.e., 90% of its installed capacity [47]), BSUoS prices [40],
imbalance prices [48], and 1-sec grid frequencies [49] in the GB over 4 years from 2015
to 2018.

4. Results and Model Validation

All simulation models and mathematical calculations in the work presented here
are undertaken using MATLAB/Simulink [50]. Four scenarios are investigated in this
section including (i) a stand-alone BESS using NPE strategy and wind + BESS systems
using (ii) NPE strategy, (iii) ENPE strategy, and (iv) PE strategy. The PSO-based simulation
results and the revenues and costs of different scenarios will be assessed, showing the
effectiveness of the BESS sizing algorithm and the profits of co-locating a BESS with a WF
for the stacking of multiple revenue streams.

4.1. Assessment of PSO Based Simulation Results

Table 3 lists the optimisation variables in each scenario determined by the PSO algo-
rithm where the convergence of optimisation variables and final NPV in, e.g., scenario
(iii) is plotted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. In all the scenarios, the optimised Crated

BESS
equals the minimum required by the EFR regulations (i.e., the BESS needs to be able to
deliver Prated

BESS for a minimum of 15 min); and Prated
BESS equalling the maximum contract EFR

capacity means that the increase of the EFR payment with Prated
BESS is higher than the total

growth of CAPEX and OPEX of the BESS and its connection. It is noted that the ordinary
PSO algorithm employed here to deal with multivariable optimisation may fall in the local
optimum or premature solution [51]. In practice however in our case, given a large number
of randomly initialised particles, the algorithm converges always to the same solution
between different runs, suggesting that the global minima could have been found in the
search area. Though the optimised BESS capacity along with SOC-related strategy variables
in Table 3 are considered to provide a reasonable trade-off between revenue and investment
of the co-located system based on the following operational and economic analysis, the
optimisation algorithm for the BESS sizing could be enhanced to permit a global optimum
solution [51].
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Table 3. Optimisation variables determined by the PSO algorithm in each scenario.

Scenario
Optimised Variables

Prated
BESS

(MW)
Crated

BESS
(MWh)

Pr
AdC

(MW)
SOCl1

(%)
SOCl2

(%)
SOCh2

(%)
SOCh1

(%)
SOCr
(%)

SOCld
(%)

SOChc
(%)

(i) 50 13.16 n/a 0.11 39.65 40.10 99.29 n/a n/a n/a
(ii) 50 13.16 n/a 0.08 34.26 34.26 34.26 n/a n/a n/a
(iii) 50 13.16 n/a 0 5.52 5.91 99.57 98.91 n/a n/a
(iv) 50 13.16 7 0 97.81 97.81 97.81 73.16 19.56 33.13
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Based on the optimisation variables determined in scenario (iii), the BESS operation
driven by the frequency deviation under ENPE strategy is simulated for 4 years. The SOC
fluctuation and the resulting battery degradation are shown in Figure 5 where RCend is
greater than 80% of Crated

BESS. Data pairs of BESS outputs (+ ve for discharge rate and − ve for
charge rate) against the SOC are plotted in Figure 6 where magnitudes of charge rates are
well maintained below the SOC-dependent limits. Furthermore, the ASPM over a rolling
12-month period simulated in each scenario is greater than 99.9%, 98.3%, 99.3%, and 99.8%,
respectively which are all above the minimum requirement of 95%.
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Figure 6. Data pairs of the discharge (+ve)/charge (−ve) rate against SOC simulated in scenario (iii).

4.2. EFR Performance and BESS Usage

Each scenario is simulated for 4 years using the PSO-based optimisation variables
in Table 3. For the four scenarios, the distribution of the SPM within the ranges defined
in Table 1 is shown in Figure 7, while Figure 8 shows the SOC frequency distribution.
The SPM values are shown to exceed 95% for at least 90% of the time in each scenario.
Furthermore, the SOC of the BESS is shown to remain at a low level for most of the time
since the modelled battery degradation reduces with a relatively lower SOC [30].

Figure 7. SPM distributions relative to the ranges defined in Table 1 in the four scenarios.
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Since the EFR payment is the only revenue stream to be maximised in Scenario (i), the
four SOC-related strategy variables are optimised such that the stand-alone BESS can have
sufficient energy or space to deliver the EFR volume as required. Figure 8a shows that
the BESS operates around SOCl2 and SOCh2 of about 40% for most of the time. Operating
within this SOC range allows the BESS to respond to different frequency events. Figure 7
shows that the BESS in Scenario (i) provides a better EFR performance in terms of SPM
than the other scenarios where there is a trade-off between EFR- and wind generation
(WG)-related revenues.

In Scenario (ii), the optimised values of SOCl2, SOCh2 and SOCh1 are almost the same.
Since the BESS is designed to export only when its SOC exceeds SOCh1, Figure 8b shows
that the BESS operates within the lower ‘acceptable’ region (i.e., SOCl1 ∼ SOCl2) for
around 70% of the time where the EFR delivery follows the lower envelope outside the
deadband. This helps alleviate the WG curtailment which in turns results in occasional
under-delivery of EFR, leading to the reduction of EFR-related revenues (the SPM is smaller
than 95% for more than 7% of the time, as shown in Figure 7).

Compared to the NPE strategy adopted in Scenario (ii), the ENPE strategy used in
Scenario (iii) can adjust the EFR delivery within the envelopes if the SOC is less than
SOCr of 98.91% in order to enable additional WG which would otherwise be curtailed
due to the limited ampacity of the connection point. Figure 9 shows a particular case
occurred at 01:44:00 on 03/01/2015 where the temporary EFR delivery (i.e., Ptem

EFR) of the
BESS with SOC of 46.64% would follow the upper envelope of 13.78 MW, leading to a WG
curtailment of about 2.38 MW. In this occasion, the ENPE strategy decreased the delivery
of EFR from 13.78 MW to 11.4 MW, which provided 2.38 MW headroom in the ampacity
of the connection point for exporting the otherwise curtailed WG. Therefore, the BESS
under the ENPE strategy in Scenario (iii) is able to accommodate WG while providing a
better EFR performance than the BESS under the NPE strategy in Scenario (ii), as shown
in Figure 7.
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11.4 MW to avoid 2.38 MW WG curtailment at 01:44:00 on 03/01/2015 under the ENPE strategy.

In Scenario (iv), SOCl2, SOCh2 and SOCh1 are optimised to have the same value of
97.81%. The BESS mostly operates within the lower acceptable region where the EFR
delivery adheres to the lower envelope outside the deadband while the response following
the reference curve inside the deadband can be adjusted to alleviate WG curtailment if the
SOC is smaller than SOCr of 73.16%. Furthermore, the 7 MW additional converter (AdC)
placed between BESS and WF enables their power exchange. For example, 6.92 MW of
12.84 MW WG curtailment was injected into the BESS via the 7 MW AdC at 02:21:00 on
04/01/2015, as shown in Figure 10a, which increased the SOC of BESS to SOChc of 33.13%.
When the SOC of BESS exceeds SOCld of 19.56%, the surplus energy of BESS is transferred
to WFm via the 7 MW AdC subject to the remaining ampacity of the connection point.
Figure 10b gives an example where, in addition to the EFR delivery of 4.57 MW at 03:03:00
on 04/01/2015, the BESS discharged 7 MW to WFm with its SOC reducing from 33.13% to
31.62%. Moreover, Figure 8d shows that the SOC concentrates around SOCld, which means
that the BESS mostly delivers its surplus energy to WFm given its SOC exceeding SOCld
so as to increase the WG-related revenue. In addition, operating around SOCld of 19.56%
enables a satisfactory EFR performance as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 10. The BESS (a) stored 6.92 MW WG which would otherwise be curtailed at 02:21:00 and (b)
delivered 7 MW to WFm at 03:03:00 on 4 January 2015 via the 7 MW AdC between BESS and WF.

4.3. Cost–Benefit Analysis

It is noted that costs and revenues are referred to their present values in this section.
Figure 11 compares cumulative cost and revenue components along with NPVs over 4 years
in each scenario. Different scenarios are shown to obtain similar revenues by providing
the EFR service while Scenario (iv) additionally achieves a significant WG-related revenue
due to the power exchange between WF and BESS. Furthermore, the CAPEX of the BESS
contributes to a significant part of the total cost. In addition, the independent connection
of a stand-alone BESS to the transmission system in Scenario (i) could incur a significant
charge for NAoR (i.e., contributing to CAPEX and OPEX of the connection), which largely
reduces its final NPV.
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Figure 11. Cumulation of different cost and revenue components along with NPVs over 4 years in each scenario (a) Scenario
(i); (b) Scenario (ii); (c) Scenario (iii); (d) Scenario (iv).

A breakdown of total costs and revenues at the end of the 4-years in each scenario
is listed in Table 4. Although Scenario (iii) performs better in the EFR delivery than
Scenario (ii) as shown in Figure 7, a smaller EFR-related revenue is achieved in Scenario
(iii). This is because the response inside the deadband that coincides with WG curtailment
is correspondingly reduced within the EFR envelopes under the ENPE strategy in Scenario
(iii), which decreases the value of RIMB

EFR . However, the additional WG enabled in Scenario
(iii) increases its WG-related revenue to GBP 278.7k which exceeds the reduction of the
EFR-related revenue, leading to a higher final NPV than Scenario (ii). Furthermore, though
the placement of the 7 MW AdC in Scenario (iv) increases the CAPEX and OPEX of BESS,
it assists the BESS in the time shift of WG which significantly increases the WG-related
revenue, leading to a much greater final NPV than the other three scenarios.

Though positive final NPVs are achieved in the case studies above, the variations of
key financial elements such as the EFR tendered pricePEFR and the annual return rate d will
translate in the uncertainties of the system profitability, which in turn affect the optimisation
of the BESS capacity and SOC-related strategy variables. To examine the impacts of PEFR
and d on the system profitability, the final NPVs achieved in Scenarios (iii) and (iv) based
on the optimisation variables in Table 3 combined with PEFR varying between GBP 5/MW
of EFR/hr and GBP 9.44/MW of EFR/hr and d ranging from 8% to 12% are plotted in
Figure 12. The system profitability is shown to be largely influenced by PEFR, especially
in Scenario (iii) where the final NPV reduces to about GBP 45k only given GBP 5/MW
of EFR/hr and an annual return of 12%. This means that the updated financial elements
could change the trade-off between the BESS investment and its associated benefits in
terms of the EFR provision and the time shift of WG, driving the need of re-optimising
the BESS size along with SOC-related strategy variables under new circumstances. The
sensitivity of the optimsiation variables to some particular financial elements (e.g., d, PEFR,
renewables subsidy, and BESS costs per MW and MWh) involved in the PSO process
should be assessed in further work to provide a basis for the determination of the BESS
size under the uncertainties of financial elements.
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Table 4. A breakdown of total costs and revenues (thousand GBP) at the end of 4 years in each
scenario.

Item Scenario (i) Scenario (ii) Scenario (iii) Scenario (iv)

CAPEX of
BESS

Battery 1684.2 1684.2 1684.2 1684.2
Converter 3300.0 3300.0 3300.0 3761.3

BOS 1495.3 1495.3 1495.3 1633.7

OPEX of BESS 445.0 445.0 445.0 486.2

CAPEX of
Connection

Application 46.2 26.1 26.1 26.1
NAoR 6240.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

OPEX of
Connection

NAoR 506.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
δTNUoS 122.9 157.9 157.9 157.9
δBSUoS 96.2 50.7 76.4 73.2

Total Cost 13,936.4 7159.4 7184.9 7822.6

Revenue related to
EFR (RAF

EFR + RIMB
EFR ) 14,186.4 14,139.1 14,098.9 14,155.9

Revenue related to
Wind Generation (δRWG) 0 −169.8 278.7 11,986.1

Total Revenue 14,186.4 13,969.4 14,377.6 26,142.0

Final NPV 250.0 6809.9 7192.8 18,319.4
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

With the fast development of battery technologies, co-locating battery energy storage
systems (BESS) with renewable power plants has been receiving great attention in terms of
the stacking of multiple revenue streams. Based on the UK’s perspective, this paper has
simulated the wind + BESS system under different coordination strategies where the BESS
uses the existing connection point of the wind farm (WF) to provide enhanced frequency
response (EFR) service and, given the placement of a converter between the BESS and the
WF, realises the time shift of wind generation (WG). Then, a particle swarm optimisation
algorithm was used in conjunction with the wind + BESS model to determine the BESS size
and the state of charge (SOC)-related strategy variables that maximise the final net present
value (NPV) of the co-located system at the end of a 4-year EFR contract.

Though the BESS size optimisation is case-dependent, the BESS supporting the maxi-
mum contract EFR capacity of 50 MW is recommended in the simulation given the average
price of the first EFR tender. The study shows that the optimised wind + BESS systems
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achieve a slightly lower revenue from EFR (i.e., a reduction within 1%) than a stand-alone
BESS, however, the avoidance of charges for new assets or reinforcements needed for an
independent connection greatly increases the project profitability. In addition, the adjust-
ment of EFR delivery within the envelopes to alleviate WG curtailment has increased the
WG-related revenue. When a converter is placed between WF and BESS to assist in their
energy exchange, the revenues given by the time shift of WG lead to the highest final NPV
among different scenarios modelled here in spite of the increased project costs.

Building on the present work, the simulation model should be extended further to en-
able other revenue streams such as Dynamic Low High [13] and black start [8]. Furthermore,
the profitability of using different battery technologies will be compared by modelling the
characteristics of each technology including its price, charging profile and degradation.
Moreover, the sensitivity of the optimal BESS size to key financial elements should be
evaluated. In addition, the configuration and coordination strategies of co-located systems
will be developed further to adapt for the stacking of various revenue streams.
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Nomenclature

Enhanced Frequency Response (EFR)
L Lower EFR envelope
H Higher EFR envelope
Pcap

EFR Contracted EFR power capacity
PNPE

EFR EFR delivery in NPE strategy
PENPE

EFR EFR delivery in ENPE strategy
PPE

EFR EFR delivery in PE strategy
PPE

EFR Average EFR delivery in PE strategy in a settlement period (SP)

Pins
EFR Average EFR delivery inside the deadband in a SP

SPM Service performance measure
ASPM Average SPM over 12 months
AF Availability factor
∆t Time step length in simulation
Wind Farm (WF)
Ptot

WF Available wind power
Psell

WF Wind power flowing to WF meter
Pcurt

WF Wind power curtailment
Pstore

WF Wind power flowing to BESS
PCON Ampacity of connection point

δPsell
WF Average difference in power flow across WF meter between a wind + BESS system and a

single WF in a SP
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)
Prated

BESS Power capacity of BESS
Crated

BESS Energy capacity of BESS
Pr

AdC Power capacity of the converter (AdC) between BESS and WF
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Pdis
BESS Discharge rate of BESS

Pch
BESS Charge rate of BESS

Pch
BESS State of change (SOC)-related limit on charge rate of BESS

Psell
BESS BESS power flowing to WF meter

ηdis Discharging efficiency of BESS
ηch Charging efficiency of BESS
ηD2A

AdC DC-to-AC efficiency of AdC
ηA2D

AdC AC-to-DC efficiency of AdC
SOCmin Minimum allowable SOC level
SOCmax Maximum allowable SOC level
SOCo Initial SOC of BESS in ∆t
SOCnew Final SOC of BESS in ∆t
SOCtem

t Temporary SOC after delivery of PNPE
EFR in ENPE strategy

SOCPE
t Temporary SOC after delivery of PPE

EFR in PE strategy
SOCl1, SOCl2, SOCh2, SOCh1, SOCr, SOCld, SOChc SOC-related strategy variables
Battery Degradation Model
fd(·) BESS degradation function
fc(·) Cycle ageing function
ft(·) Calendar ageing function
td Time period for degradation update
Nc Number of cycles over td
εi Depth of discharge in a cycle
Tc,i Cell temperature in a cycle
Tc Average cell temperature over td
σi Average SOC in a cycle
σ Average SOC over td
αSEI Coefficient in the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) model
βSEI Coefficient in the SEI model
RCD Remaining capacity of BESS at the end of the D-days
RCend Remaining capacity of BESS at the end of the 4-years
Revenue and Cost Calculation
CAPEXBESS CAPEX of BESS
CAPEXCON CAPEX of BESS connection
OPEXBESS,m Monthly OPEX of BESS
δTNUoS Change of annual TNUoS charge
δTNUoSm Change of monthly TNUoS charge
δBSUoSsp Change of BSUoS charge in a SP
δBSUoSm Change of BSUoS charge in a month

δRWG,sp Revenue related to Psell
WF in a SP

δRWG,m Revenue related to Psell
WF in a month

RAF
EFR,sp EFR availability payment in a SP

RAF
EFR,m EFR availability payment in a month

RIMB
EFR,sp Energy imbalance charge related to Pins

EFR in a SP

RIMB
EFR,m Energy imbalance charge related to Pins

EFR in a month
NPV Net present value
PEFR EFR tendered price
PIMB Energy imbalance price
PROC Renewables subsidy price under Renewables Obligation
m Number of calendar months
d Annual return rate
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